
Connie Jones is a heart warrior. A freedom fighter. A master of 
breakthrough. A Coach For Impact Driven Change Makers. She is 
passionate about helping high achieving professionals, private 
practitioners, and business owners discover their inner genius and 
unleash their brilliance. She empowers them to awaken their inner 
fire and uncage from everything that hinders their greatness so they 
can Soar in deeper fulfillment and next level success in life, work, 
and business! Her programs result in significant income increases, 
greater impact, abundant joy, and more free time for her clients. 

Connie knows firsthand the struggle and frustration of experiencing 
a big gap between her reality and the dream in her heart. Her 
breakthrough journey empowered her to create the dream business 
and life that had previously seemed out of reach, and she loves 
coaching other change makers to do the same. As the best-selling 
author of Warrior Arise! Live Bravely, Freely, and Authentically YOU, 
Connie has helped hundreds of men and women break through the 
ineffective thought and behavioral patterns they learned through 
their life experiences so they can live in victory and abundance. 

  

As a highly sought-after Therapist and Coach for two decades, 
Connie is known for imparting hope and passion into the hearts and 
minds of those she teaches. An intuitive and dynamic motivator, she 
is gifted at empowering people to reconnect to their heart, grow in 
wholeness, and demolish strongholds that have kept them in 
bondage so they can live in greater fulfillment and soar in next level 
success in life, work, and business!

✦ Unleash The Impact Driven Change Maker In You and Soar To Greater Freedom, Enjoyment, and

Abundance In Business and Life

✦ Breakthrough: 5 Steps To Closing The Gap Between Your Reality And Your Dreams In Life and Business

✦ Top 3 Ways We Give Away Our Power In Business And How To Take It Back

✦ Winning The War Within: 5 Steps To Living And Leading With The Freedom, Fulfillment, and Impact

You Are Purposed For!
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